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ABSTRACT This paper unifies the classical theory of stochastic dominance and investor
preferences with the recent literature on risk measures applied to the choice problem faced by
investors. First, we summarize the main stochastic dominance rules used in the finance literature.
Then we discuss the connection with the theory of integral stochastic orders and we introduce
orderings consistent with investors’ preferences. Thus, we classify them, distinguishing several
categories of orderings associated with different classes of investors. Finally, we show how we can
use risk measures and orderings consistent with some preferences to determine the investors’
optimal choices.
KEY WORDS: Stochastic dominance, probability functionals, integral orderings, coherent and
convex measures, utility theory, efficient choices
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we classify risk/uncertainty orderings and measures consistent with
investors’ preferences. In particular, we present a general and unifying framework of the
theory of orderings by examining the connection with recent studies on risk measures.
Utility theory classifies the optimal choices for different categories of market
agents (for example, risk-averse, non-satiable, non-satiable risk averse) under ideal
market conditions. Roughly speaking, in utility theory the ordering of uncertain
choices begins with the selection of a finite number of axioms that characterize the
preferences for a given class of market agents. The second step of the theory involves
representing the preferences of market agents using ‘utility functionals’ that
summarize the decision makers’ behaviour. Consequently, using the correspondence
between the orderings of utility functionals and the orderings of random variables,
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we can identify the optimal choices for a given class of market agents. The
fundamentals of utility theory under uncertainty conditions have been developed by
von Neumann and Morgenstern (1953). Many improvements and advancements of
the theory have been proposed; see, among others, Tversky and Kahneman (1992),
Machina (1982), Yaari (1987), Gilboa and Schmeidler (1989), Schervisch et al.
(1990), Rabin (2000), Rabin and Thaler (2001), and Maccheroni et al. (2004). In
particular, Karni (1985) and Schervisch et al. (1990) have emphasized that investors’
choices are strictly dependent on the possible states of the returns. Thus, investors
have generally state-dependent utility functions. Moreover, as shown by Castagnoli
and LiCalzi (1999), the state-dependent utility and the target-based approaches are
equivalent. In addition, the expected utility can be reinterpreted in terms of the
probability that the return is above a given benchmark (Bordley and LiCalzi, 2000).
Thus, the more appealing benchmark approach is a generalization of the classic von
Neumann–Morgenstern approach.
In this paper we study orderings among probability functionals which are induced
by an order of preferences. Since investors maximize an expected state-dependent
utility function, we analyze stochastic orderings that take into account possible
investors’ benchmarks. We begin by analyzing the links among continua stochastic
dominance orders, survival, and inverse stochastic dominance rules (Fishburn, 1976,
1980; Muliere and Scarsini, 1989). We tie together the consistency-isotonicity of risk
and reward measures with classical orderings and we show how risk/uncertainty
measures are used to obtain non-dominated choices. We continue by discussing an
extension of classical orderings using probability functionals that satisfy an
opportune identity property (Rachev, 1991) and the basic rules of the theory of
integral stochastic orders (see, among others, Müller, 1997 and Müller and Stoyan,
2002). In the discussion we provide several examples that help clarify the main
developments of the proposed analysis. In particular, we describe new orderings that
are consistent with a particular ordering of preferences. The ordering of preferences
could be characterized either with some axioms that identify the decision makers’
preferences or with another order that identifies the preferences of a particular class
of investors. Then, we classify the new orderings distinguishing between uncertainty
and risk orderings, between orderings and survival/dual/conditional/derivate
orderings, between bounded and unbounded orderings, between static and dynamic
orderings, among behavioural finance orderings and among different levels of
orderings. Furthermore, we provide a methodology to build new orderings starting
with some risk and uncertainty measures that satisfy some basic properties. Finally,
we show how to obtain non-dominated choices with respect to any ordering.
In the next section, Section 2, we examine continua and inverse stochastic
dominance rules. In Section 3, we describe how to use probability functionals to
define new orderings and portfolio risk measures. We provide concluding remarks
regarding the potential applications of the paper’s findings in Section 4.
2. A First Classification of the Principal Stochastic Dominance Rules and Their
Main Implications
Stochastic orderings represent a fundamental starting point to solve the investor’s
problem of choosing a portfolio under uncertainty. For this reason, it has been
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widely used in financial economics. (For a survey of classical stochastic orderings
used in the finance literature, see, among others, Levy, 1992 and Ortobelli et al.,
2008.) In this section, we summarize the main rules of stochastic orderings in a
complete probability space (V, =, P). We then apply these rules in the general
analysis in the sections to follow.
2.1

Bounded Continua Stochastic Dominance Rules

Fishburn (1976) suggests using the fractional integral applied to the cumulative
ð1Þ
distribution function FX ~FX of a random variable X, in order to define continuous
orderings among different classes of random variables.Ð Let X, Y be two random
t
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
variables such that the functions FX ðtÞ :~ð1=CðaÐ ÞÞ a ðt{uÞa{1 dFX ðuÞ, _FY ðtÞ
z? a{1 {z
are defined on supp{X, Y};[a, b] (where CðaÞ~ 0 z e dz, a, bg ¡ and
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
a5inf{x|FX(x) + FY(x).0}, b5sup{x|FX(x)+FY(x),2}), that is FX ðtÞv?, FY ðtÞ
v? Vt [ ½a, bÞ. Then, we say X dominates Y with respect to the a (>1) bounded
stochastic dominance order (namely X §ba Y , where b above the inequality indicates a
ðaÞ
ð aÞ
bounded ordering) if and only if FX ðtÞƒFY ðtÞ for every t belonging to supp{X,
Y};[a, b]. We also say that X strictly dominates Y with respect to the a bounded
order (namely X wba Y ) iff X §ba Y and FX?FY.
2.2

Bounded Inverse Stochastic Dominance Rules

As suggested by Muliere and Scarsini (1989), we can also describe stochastic dominance
ð{1Þ

rules based on the left inverse of FX given by FX ð pÞ~inf fxjFX ðxÞ§pg for every
ð{1Þ
ð{1Þ
pg(0, 1] and FX ð0Þ~limp?0 FX ð pÞ. Thus, assuming for every a.1 and pg[0, 1],
Ð
p
ð{aÞ
ð{1Þ
FX ð pÞ~ð1=CðaÞÞ 0 ðp{uÞa{1 dFX ðuÞ, we say X dominates Y with respect to a
ð{aÞ
ð{aÞ
(>1) inverse stochastic order (X>2aY) iff FX ð pÞ§FY ð pÞ Vp [ ½0, 1 and that X
strictly dominates Y with respect to a inverse order (X.2aY) iff X>2aY and FX?FY.1
2.3

Survival Stochastic Dominance Rules

In reliability theory, survival analysis, and actuarial mathematics, orderings are
ð1Þ
often expressed by the survival
F X ðxÞ~PðX wxÞ. Thus, assuming for
Ð b functions
ð aÞ
ðaÞ
a{1
every a.1, F X ðtÞ~ð1=CðaÞÞ t ðu{tÞ dFX ðuÞ for t,b, and F X ðtÞ~0, ;t>b, we
say X dominates
Y with respect to a (>1) bounded survival stochastic order


ðaÞ
ðaÞ
X §ba, sur Y iff F X ðtÞƒF Y ðtÞ for every t belonging to supp{X, Y};[a, b].
ð{1Þ
ð{aÞ
ð{1Þ
Similarly, assuming for every p [ ½0, 1 F X ð pÞ~{FX ð pÞ, and F X ð pÞ~
Ð1
ð1=CðaÞÞ p ðu{pÞa{1 dFX{1 ðuÞ for every a.1, stochastic dominance rules are defined
for inverse survival orderings. In particular, when, either a.1, or X is a continuous
ð{aÞ
ð{aÞ
random variable, we have that F X ð pÞ~F{X ð1{pÞ for every pg[0, 1] and
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
F X ðuÞ~F{X ð{uÞ for every ug[a, b].
2.4

Bounded/Unbounded Stochastic Dominance Rules

All the previous dominance rules are usually called bounded stochastic dominance
rules since they imply an order of fractional integrals of (inverse, survival)
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distribution functions defined only on the support of the random variables or on a
given interval of the real line. Contrary to the bounded orderings, we can define
orderings, which we call unbounded, that do not consider the support of
the compared random variables. Fishburn (1980) states that X (strictly) dominates
Y with respect to the a stochastic dominance order; namely X>a Y (X.a Y)Ð iff
t
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
ð aÞ
FX ðtÞƒFY ðtÞ for every real t (and FX?FY) where FX ðtÞ~ð1=CðaÞÞ {?
ðt{uÞa{1 dFX ðuÞ. He also demonstrates that the orders .a, wba are equivalent for
every ag[1, 2]. Instead, when a.2, the orders .a, wba do not generally coincide. We
observe that the definition of unbounded orderings can be easily extended to
survival, inverse, and survival and inverse orderings. As a matter of fact, we can
ð{1Þ
ð{1Þ
ð{1Þ
extend FX
to the entire real line ¡ assuming FX ðuÞ~FX ð0Þ Vuƒ0 and
ð{1Þ
ð{1Þ
FX ðtÞ~FX ð1Þ Vt§1. Thus, we say X dominates Y with respect to the unbounded
ð{aÞ
ð{aÞ
a inverse stochastic order (unbounded X>2aY) iff FX ðuÞ§FY ðuÞ for every
ug¡, where, with abuse of notation,
notation to point out the
Ð u we still use the ðsame
ð{aÞ
{1Þ
new function FX ðuÞ~ð1=CðaÞÞ {? ðu{tÞa{1 dFX ðtÞ. Similarly, we say X
dominates Y with respect to the unbounded a survival stochastic
(X>a,surY)
Ð z? order a{1
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
iff F X ðtÞƒF Y ðtÞ for every real t where F X ðtÞ~ð1=CðaÞÞ t
ðu{tÞ dFX ðuÞ.
Moreover, all the above a unbounded orderings imply the analogous a bounded ones.
2.5

Dominance Rules of Behavioural Finance

In contrast to classical results on expected utility theory, many empirical and
theoretical studies support dominance rules of behavioural finance (see Friedman
and Savage, 1948; Markowitz, 1952; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992; Levy and Levy,
2002; Baucells and Heukamp, 2006; Rachev et al., 2008; and Edwards, 1996, and
references therein). In particular, these researchers suggest that investors prefer more
than less and are neither risk averters nor risk lovers. More precisely, prospect theory
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) suggests that investors are risk lovers at lower levels
of wealth and risk averse at higher levels, while Markowitz (1952) suggests that
investors are risk averse with respect to losses and are risk seeking with respect to
gains as long as the outcomes are not very extreme. Typically, given c, dgsupp
{X, Y}, c>d we say that X dominates
Ð yY in the sense of prospect theory (X P SD Y) if
e
and
only
if
Vy
[
½
d,
z?
Þ
g
ð
y
Þ
:~
X
d FX ðuÞduƒgY ð yÞ and Vx [ ð{?, c gX ðxÞ :~
Ðc
F
ð
u
Þduƒe
g
ð
x
Þ
(Levy
and
Levy,
2002;
Baucells
and
Heukamp,
2006).
Y
x X
Analogously, we say that X dominates Y in the sense
of
Markowitz
order
(X
M
SD
Ðy
Y) if and only Ðif Vy [ ð{?, c mX ð yÞ :~ {? FX ðuÞduƒmY ð yÞ and Vx [
z?
e X ðxÞ :~ x FX ðuÞduƒm
e Y ðxÞ.
½d, z?Þ m
We can generalize the previous prospect and Markowitz orderings using different
fractional orderings to take into account different levels of risk aversion. Thus, given
c, dgsupp{X, Y}, c>d, we say that X dominates Y in the sense of a1, a2 prospect
dominance order (namely, X P SDa1 , a2 Y , with a1, a2g[1, 2) that represent the
investors’ Ðdifferent levels of risk aversion) if and
if ;yg(2‘, c],
Ð c ðonly
dzc{y ða1 Þ
ða Þ
ða Þ
ða Þ
a Þ
ða Þ
gX 1 ð yÞ :~ d
FX ðuÞduƒgY 1 ð yÞ and e
gX 2 ð yÞ :~ y FX 2 ðuÞduƒe
gY 2 ð yÞ if and
ða , a2 Þ

only if ;(x, y)g[0, 1]6(2‘, c], gX 1
ða ,a Þ

ða Þ

ða Þ

ðx, yÞ :~xgX 1 ð yÞzð1{xÞe
gX 2 ð yÞƒ

gY 1 2 ðx, yÞ. Similarly, we can define the Markowitz’ dominance rules and we say
that X dominates Y in the sense of Markowitz’ a1, a2 (a1, a2g[1, 2)) dominance order
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Ðy
ða Þ
ða Þ
ða Þ
ðX M SDa1 ,a2 Y Þ if and only if Vy [ ð{?, c mX 1 ð yÞ :~ {? FX 1 ðuÞduƒmY 1 ð yÞ
Ð z?
ða2 Þ
ða2 Þ
ða2 Þ
ða1 ,a2 Þ
ða Þ
e X ð yÞ :~ dzc{y FX ðuÞduƒm
e Y ð yÞ if and only if mX
and m
ðx, yÞ :~xmX 1 ð yÞ
ða Þ

ða ,a Þ

e X 2 ð yÞƒmY 1 2 ðx, yÞ, ;(x, y)g[0, 1]6(2‘, c]. Moreover, we can easily
zð1{xÞm
extend the definition of the previous behavioural finance orderings to inverse and/or
bounded orderings. For example, given c, dg(0, 1), c>d, we define analogous
ð{a Þ
ð{a Þ
ð{a Þ
ð{a Þ
e X i ða1 , a2 [ ½1, 2ÞÞ on the interval [0,c] and then
functions gX i , e
gX i , m X i , m
ð{a ,{a Þ
X M SD{a1 ,{a2 Y if and only if ;(x, y)g[0, 1]6[0, c], mX 1 2 ðx, yÞƒ
ð{a1 ,{a2 Þ
ðx, yÞ; X P SD{a1 ,{a2 Y if and only if ;(x, y)g[0, 1]6[0, c],
mY
ð{a ,{a Þ
ð{a ,{a Þ
gX 1 2 ðx, yÞƒgY 1 2 ðx, yÞ.
2.6

Risk/Uncertainty Dominance Rules

When we address the risk-aversion aspect of a choice, we can consider the so-called
Rothschild–Stiglitz (R–S) order (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1970). It is well known that
X dominates Y in the sense of Rothschild and Stiglitz (X R2S>Y) if and only if all
risk-averse investors prefer X to Y. In the ordering literature, this type of ordering is
also referred to as ‘concave order’ (see, among others, Hardy et al., 1934; Blackwell
and Girshick, 1979; and Shaked and Shanthikumar, 1994). More generally, we state
that X dominates Y in the sense of a-R–S order if and only if X>aY and 2X>a2Y,
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
FX ðtÞƒFY ðx, tÞ for every xg
that is if and only if FX ðx, tÞ :~xFX ðtÞzð1{xÞF
[0, 1], tg¡. Similarly, we state X dominates Y in the sense of a-inverse(bounded)
 R–
b
Y
X
§
Y
and
S order (assuming
supp{X,
Y};[a,
b])
if
and
only
if
X>
2a
a


ð{aÞ
ð{aÞ
2X>2a2Y {X §ba {Y , that is if and only
 if FX ðx, tÞ :~xFX ðtÞz
ð{aÞ
ð{aÞ
ðaÞ
ðaÞ
ð1{xÞF
FX ðtÞ§FY ðx, tÞ Vx [ ½0, 1, Vt [ ½0, 1 FX ðx, tÞƒFY ðx, tÞ, Vx [ ½0, 1,
Vt [ ½a, bÞ. In particular, when a52, we obtain the classic R–S order. Clearly,
we can also define R–S-type rules for orderings of behavioural finance, that is,
we say that X dominates Y in the sense of (¡a1, ¡a2)–R–S–P(–M) order if and
only if X P SD+a1 ,+a2 Y ðX M SD+a1 ,+a2 Y Þ and {X P SD+a1 ,+a2 {Y ð{X M
SD+a1 ,+a2 {Y Þ.
Following the operational definition of risk and uncertainty as perceived by
investors (see, among others, Rachev et al., 2008), the previous discussion suggests
distinguishing between the orderings with respect to (1) the uncertainty of different
positions and (2) the investor’s exposure to risk. Generally, the strongest risk ordering
applied in the finance literature is the strict inequality between random variables (that
is, we say that X is preferred to Y iff X.Y) which is referred to as the monotony order.
Therefore, stochastic orderings between random variables that are implied by the
monotony order are usually called risk orderings. Typical risk
orderings are

>¡a, §ba , P SD+a1 ,+a2 , M SD+a1 ,+a2 , since if X.Y, then X>¡a §ba , P SD+a1 ,+a2 ,
M SD+a1 ,+a2 ÞY . Instead, R–S-type orders are used to characterize the different degrees
of portfolio uncertainty, and for this reason they are generally called uncertainty orderings.
2.7

Utility Functions

It is interesting to observe that stochastic ordering theory justifies most of the
financial applications based on utility theory. In particular, the first and the second
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orderings are the ones most used. As a matter of fact, we say that X>¡1Y if and only
if any non-satiable investor prefers X to Y (i.e. E(u(X))>E(u(Y)) for every nondecreasing utility function u) and X>¡2Y if and only if any non-satiable risk-averse
investor prefers X to Y (i.e. E(u(X))>E(u(Y)) for every non-decreasing concave
utility function u). However, all the continuous orderings are characterized by a class
of utility functions, i.e. X>aY if and only if E(u(X))>E(u(Y)) for all utility functions
u belonging to a given class ua. In addition, considering the properties of fractional
integrals (Miller and Ross, 1993), any a order implies a b order for every b>a>1 and
Ua$Ub. Analogous considerations apply to behavioural finance type, R–S type,
bounded, survival, and/or inverse orderings (see Fishburn, 1976, 1980; Muliere and
Scarsini, 1989; Levy and Levy, 2002; and Ortobelli
2008 forÐ further details).
Ð 1 et al.,ð{1
1
Þ
ð{1Þ
For example, we say that X>2aY if and only if 0 wðxÞdFX ðxÞƒ 0 wðxÞdFY ðxÞ
a
for every w belonging to a given class of functions V .
2.8

Measures Consistent/Isotonic with Stochastic Orderings

This first distinction between different dominance rules could have an important
impact on investors. Specifically, to select the set of the admissible choices that are
coherent for a given category of investors, we can consider the direct measures r(X)
(associated with random wealth X) that are consistent with the order relation (>¡a,
§ba , a-(bounded) R2S>, P SD+a1 ,+a2 , M SD+a1 ,+a2 ); that is, r(X)(r(Y) if X
dominates (>¡a, §ba , a-(bounded) R2S>, P SD+a1 ,+a2 , M SD+a1 ,+a2 ) Y. Typically,
measures consistent with the monotony order (that is, r(X)(r(Y) if X.Y) are a
proper risk measure since they take into account downside risk. Thus all the
measures consistent with a risk ordering are called risk measures. Instead, the
measures consistent with R–S-type orders discriminate between the different levels of
uncertainty and for this reason they are generally called uncertainty measures.
Furthermore, we can order choices by looking at rewards instead of risk. We specify
a reward measure to be any functional v defined on the portfolio returns that is
isotonic with respect to a given stochastic risk order (for example, >¡a,
§ba , P SD+a1 ,+a2 , M SD+a1 ,+a2 ). That is, if a given class of investors (e.g. nonsatiable, non-satiable risk averse) prefers X to Y, then v(X)>v(Y). Therefore, if r(X)
is a risk measure consistent with a risk ordering, then the measure 2r(X) is a reward
measure that is isotonic with the same order. Consequently, if we characterize
consistency with respect to risk orderings, we also implicitly characterize isotonicity.
This is why we emphasize consistency within a given order.
2.9

Efficient Frontiers

The consistency (isotonicity) property is extremely important since it permits an
investor to determine the class of optimal choices often referred to as the efficient
frontier or space of efficient choices. For example, suppose we are interested in
establishing the optimal choices for a class of investors with risk aversion determined
by the parameter a and who want to limit their losses below a fixed wealth
benchmark t. Then for this class of investors we
 obtain the best choices by
a{1
that is consistent with the >a
minimizing the risk measure rt,a ðX Þ~E ðt{X Þz
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order. Similarly, if we are interested in limiting the uncertainty of wealth given by the
concentration
choices, we can minimize the concentration measure
 of the random

e
ra ðX Þ~E jX1 {X2 ja{1 where X1, X2 are independent copies of X, that is, an
uncertainty measure consistent with a-R2S> order.
From this preliminary discussion it follows that there exists many different ways to
specify the choices that are available to investors. We distinguish between orders and
their inverse/survival orders, bounded and unbounded orders, and risk and
uncertainty orders. Moreover, there exists a strong connection between orderings
and risk/uncertainty measures that will be more thoroughly treated in the next
section.
3. Conditional and Absolutely Continuous Probability Functionals
Most of the previous classification can be generalized using the theory of integral
stochastic orders (see, among others, Müller, 1997; Müller and Stoyan, 2002, and
references therein) and considering probability functionals that satisfy an opportune
identity property (Rachev, 1991). Let us clarify this possible extension.
As discussed in the introduction, decision makers who maximize an expected statedependent utility function implicitly maximize their performance with respect to a
given benchmark. Then we generally define functionals on a product space U5L6V
of joint random variables defined on (V, =, P) with values in a Polish space A, where
L is a non-empty set of the admissible choices while V is the space of the possible
benchmarks. However, sometimes, the space of benchmarks is not mentioned, since
they are not directly used in the comparison between admissible choices. In this case
we can simply assume U5L.
In order to define properly functionals associated with orderings, one commonly
uses a measurable space (B,MB). Thus, suppose r : U6MBR¡ is a functional such
that rX : 5r(X, Z, N) : MBR¡ is a sigma finite signed measure for any fixed random
variable X belonging to L and any fixed benchmark Z belonging to V. We say that
the simple functional r is absolutely continuous with respect to a sigma finite
positive measure m on (B,MB) if every signed measure rX, ;XgL, ;ZgV, is
absolutely continuous with respect to m. We say that r is a simple functional over the
class L when, for any fixed benchmark Z, it satisfies the following identity
property : ;X, YgL, rX5rY iff PX5PY where PX is the probability distribution
measure associated with X and PY with Y. If a simple functional over the class L is
absolutely continuous with respect to a sigma finite positive measure m, then we
say that the functional fX : 5f(X, Z, N) : BR¡, fX : 5drX/dm is a simple functional
derivate with respect to m (i.e. simple since ;XgL, ;ZgV, fX5fY m a.e. iff
PX5PY).
In many cases, we categorize random variables by taking into account the
realization of some events. Suppose there exists a subclass of sets C#NA, that we call
the class of conditional sets, where NA is the Borel sigma algebra of the Polish space
A, and a functional r : U6C6MBR¡ such that for every DgC s.t. P(XgD).0,
r[X/XgD] : 5r(X, D, Z, N) : MBR¡ is a sigma finite signed measure ;XgL, ;ZgV.2
We say that r is a conditional simple functional over the class L with respect to the
class of conditional sets C when, for any fixed benchmark Z, DgC s.t. P(XgD).0
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and P(YgD).0, r[X/XgD]5r[Y/YgD] if and only if P[X/XgD]5P[Y/YgD]. When
C1#C2#NA, any conditional simple functional defined r : U6C26MBR¡ is said to
be the extension of the functional r valued on U6C16MB. In the most common
cases, the signed measures rX (r[X/XgD]
_ ) are associated with bounded variation
functions. That is, suppose B5[a, b]# ¡n (with 2‘(ai,bi(+‘, i51,…,n) and the
by a function
measures rX (r[X/XgD]) are the Lebesgue–Stieltjes measures induced

e
rðX , Z, .Þ : B?¡ e
r½X =X [ D : ~e
rðX , D, Z, .Þ : B?¡ of bounded
variarX : ~e

n
tion (i.e. e
r½X =X [ D , e
rX [ BV ð¡ Þ), and ;xg[a, b], e
rX ðxÞ~rX ½a, x e
r½X =X [ D ðxÞ
_n
~r½X =X [ D ½a, xÞ. In the following, when B5[a, b]# ¡ , with abuse of notation, we
still refer to r : U(6C)6BR¡ when we use the bounded variation functions
e
rX e
r½X =X [ D ðVX [ LÞ. Then, we say that r is a (conditional) simple functional over
the class L when, for any fixed benchmark Z, ;X, YgL, (r[X/XgD]5r[Y/YgD])
rX5rY almost everywhere with respect to the Lebesgue measure on Rn iff
(P[X/XgD]5P[Y/YgD]) PX5PY. Here we report some examples of (conditional)
simple functionals where L#Lp is a class of real random variables that admit the
finite pth moment.

N

Suppose U5L#Lp with p.1 (i.e. we do not consider benchmarks). Then some
examples of simple functionals are given by:
ð{aÞ

(a) for any ag[1, p+1], rX ðuÞ~FX ðuÞ Vu [ ½0, 1~B;
ða , a Þ
(b) for any a1, a1g[1, min(p, 2)), rX ðx, yÞ~gX 1 2 ðx, yÞ Vðx, yÞ [ ½0, 1|
ð{?, c~B;
ðaÞ
(c) for any ag[2, p+1], rX ðx, tÞ~FX ðx, tÞ Vðx, tÞ [ ½0, 1|¡~B.

N

Consider U5L#Lp with p.0 and three possible classes of conditional
s e t s C 1 5 { ( a , + ‘ ) / a g ¡ } , C 2 5 { ( 2 ‘ , a ] / a g ¡ } , C 3 5 B ¡ , i . e . th e
Borel sigma algebra on the real line. Then, assuming B5¡ and
ag[1, p+1], typical examples of conditional Ðsimple functionals are,
t
ðaÞ
respectively: r½X =X wc ðtÞ~F½X =X wc ðtÞ : ~ð1=CðaÞÞ {? ðt{yÞa{1 dF½X =X wc ð yÞ,
ðaÞ

;cg¡, P(X.c).0; r½X =X ƒc ðtÞ~F½X =X ƒc ðtÞ, ;cg¡, P(X(c).0; ;DgB¡
ðaÞ

N

P(XgD).0, r½X =X [ D ðtÞ~F½X =X [ D ðtÞ. This last conditional simple functional is an
extension of the previous ones.
Suppose the benchmark Z admits a finite
 mean and for a given ag(1, 2), Z>2aX
 ð{2Þ 
1
for every X belonging to L#L (with FZ ð1Þv?). Then we can consider the

N

simple functional rX ðuÞ~FZ ð1Þ{FX ð1Þ Vu [ ½a, 2~B (Ortobelli et al.,
2008).
Suppose the benchmark ZgLp (with p.1) and for a given ag[1, p) Z>aX for
every X belonging
to L#Lp. Then we can consider the simple functional
q
Ð t  ðaÞ
ðaÞ
rX ðtÞ~ {? FX ðuÞ{FZ ðuÞ du Vt [ ¡~B for some given q>1.

ð{uÞ

N

ð{uÞ

Suppose the benchmark Z admits a finite mean and dominates in the sense of
Rothshild–Stiglitz every X belonging to L#L1. Then we can consider the simple
ð2Þ
ð2Þ
functional rX ðx, tÞ~FX ðx, tÞ{FZ ðx, tÞ Vðx, tÞ [ ½0, 1|¡~B.
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4. Integral Stochastic Orderings and FORS Orderings
Assume that r is a simple functional over the class L and let J be a non-empty class
of measurable real-valued functions defined on B which are integrable with respect
to the signed measures rX for any X belonging to L. Then, ;X, YgL, we say X
dominates Y with respect to the class of utility functions J and the simple functional r
(namely
X]
Ð
Ð r,J,LY or also rX]J,LrY) if and only if for every fgJ,
f
dr
§
X
B
B f drY . We call ]r,J,L simple integral ordering among the random
variables belonging to L and we call J the generator of the ordering ]r,J,L.
Similarly, we can define conditional orderings. Assume a conditional simple
functional r over the class L with respect to the class of conditional sets C and let J
be a non-empty class of measurable real-valued functions defined on B which are
integrable with respect to the signed measures belonging to {r[X/XgD]/XgL, DgC,
P(XgD).0}. Then we say X dominates Y with respect to the class of utility functions
J and the conditional simple functional r (namely X]r,J/C,LY) if and only if for every
DgC s.t. P(XgD).0 and P(YgD).0, ½X =X [ D]r, J, L=D ½Y =Y [ D, that is,
if
Ð and only if Ð ;DgC (s.t. P(XgD).0 and P(YgD).0) for every fgJ,
B f dr½X =X [ D § B f dr½Y =Y [ D . We call ]r,J/C,L conditional integral ordering (and
J the generator of the conditional ordering ]r,J/C,L). For any conditional integral
ordering, different possible classes of conditional sets C1, C2#NA could exist such
that the ordering among random variables belonging to L does not change, i.e.
X ]r,J=C1 ,L Y if and only if X ]r, J=C2 , L Y . We call the maximal class of conditional
e )C such that the conditional ordering does
sets the largest class of conditional sets C
not change (i.e. X]r,J/C,LY if and only if X ] e Y ). Moreover, when
r,J C ,L

C1#C2#NA and we consider the extension to the class C2 of the conditional simple
functional r valued on class C1, then ]r,J=C2 ,L implies ]r,J=C1 ,L and the orderings
e 1 . Similarly, for any (conditional)
]r,J1 =C, L , ]r,J2 =C,L are identical when C1 (C2 (C
e )J be the
integral ordering ]r,J,L there could exist many possible generators. Let J
largest class of measurable real-valued functions integrable with respect to all signed
measures belonging to {rX/XgL} ({r
DgC, P(XgD).0}) such that
Ð [X/XgD]/XgL,
Ð
X]r,J,LY (X]
Y)
implies
f
dr
§
f
dr
X
Y (;DgC, P(XgD).0 and
B
B
Ð r,J/C,L
Ð
e . We call J
e the maximal
PðY [ DÞw0 B f dr½X =X [D § B f dr½Y =Y [D ) for every f [ J
generator of the (conditional) integral ordering ]r,J,L (]r,J/C,L). Clearly, any
generator G of the (conditional) integral ordering ]r,J,L (]
 r,J/C,L) is a subset
e . If J2#J1, then ]r, J ,L ]r, J =C,L implies
of the maximal generator J
1
1


]r, J2 ,L ]r, J2 =C,L and ]r, J1 ,L , ]r, J2 ,L ]r, J1 =C,L , ]r, J2 =C,L are identical when
e 2 . In particular, if B5[c, d]#R and ]r,J,L is an integral ordering on the
J2 (J1 (J
class of random variables L, we distinguish many other sub-orderings on the class L.
For example, let us consider the class of functions


ðd
Ja ~ wa ðxÞ~
ðs{xÞa{1 dtðsÞ t is a s  finite signed measure on B : wa [ J ,
xz

for any a.1 such that the class of functions
Ja is non-empty.
Then we get the
Ð
Ð
orderings X ]r,Ja ,L Y if and only if ½c, d  f ðxÞdrX ðxÞ§ ½c, d  f ðxÞdrY ðxÞ for every
fgJa. Since Ja#J, the integral ordering ]r,J,L implies the integral sub-ordering
]r,Ja ,L .
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Similarly to integral orderings for random variables we can define integral
orderings for stochastic processes. Let us consider a measurable space (B,MB) and a
e |V
e ~L
e that is a joint space of right continuous with left limits
product space U
(RCLL) adapted processes defined on a filtered space (V, =, (=t)0(t(T, P) with
e |MB ?¡ such that rX :
values in a Polish space A. Then we define a functional r : U
5r(X, Z, N) : MBR¡ is a sigma finite signed measure for any fixed stochastic process
e and any fixed benchmark Z belonging to V
e . We say that r is a
X belonging to L
e when, for any fixed
simple functional for the stochastic processes of the class L
benchmark Z, it satisfies the following identity property : VX ~fXt g0ƒtƒT ,
e , rX5rY if and only if PX ~PY Vt [ ½0, T  where PX is the
Y ~fYt g0ƒtƒT [ L
t
t
t
probability distribution measures associated at Xt. Analogously, we say that r is a
strong simple functional for the stochastic processes when the identity property is :
e , rX5rY if and only if the processes X5{Xt}0(t(T and Y5{Yt}0(t(T have
VX , Y [ L
the same finite-dimensional distributions. Then, given a non-empty class of
measurable real-valued functions J defined on B which are integrable with respect
e , we say, VX , Y [ L
e, X
to the signed measures rX for any process X belonging to L
dominates Y with respect to the class of utility functions J and the simple functional
Ðr (namelyÐ X ]r,J,eL Y or also rX ]J, eL rY ) if and only if for every fgJ,
B f drX § B f drY .
All the orderings classified in the previous sections are some simple_ integral
orderings, that we called FORS orderings,3 where B5[a, b]# ¡n (with
2‘(ai,bi(+‘, i51,…,n) and are characterized by a particular consistency
property.
Definition 1. There exists a FORS ordering induced by an order of preferences ]
on a class of admissible
choices L if there exists a simple functional r : U6BR¡
_
(with B5[a, b]# ¡n, 2‘(ai,bi(+‘, i51,…,n) that is consistent with the order of
preferences ] on the class L, i.e. ;X, YgL rX(rY anytime that X is preferred to Y
with respect to the order of preferences ] (X]Y). In this case, X dominates Y in the
sense of FORS ordering induced by ] (namely, X FORS] Y) if and only if
rX(u)(rY(u) ;ugB. We call the simple functional r the FORS functional (measure)
associated with the FORS ordering of random variables belonging to L.
In many financial applications it is important to distinguish some characteristics of
investor behaviour. This is the typical case of behavioural finance orderings
where we
_
assume there exist m measurable subsets Ai of B5[a, b]# ¡n such that
[a, b]5<i51,…,mAi and we consider m probability functionals r(i) : U6AiR¡. Each
probability functional r(i) characterizes a particular investor’s behaviour (see,
m
among
others, Levy and Levy, 2002). Suppose
Pm for every x [ S~fx [ ¡ =xi §0,
Pm
i~1 xi ~1g and ;tg[a, b], rX ðx, tÞ : ~
i~1 xi rX , ðiÞ ðtÞIAi ðtÞ (where IAi ðtÞ~1
if t [ Ai and 0 otherwise) is a simple probability functional on the class of random
variables L. Then we say that X dominates Y in the sense of the FORS behavioural
finance ordering induced by ] (namely, X FORS]BF Y) if and only if rX(x, t)(rY(x, t)
for every (x, t)gS6[a, b].
_
Assume thatÐ m is a positive sigma finite measure on B5[a, b]# ¡n and
Vu [ B rX ðuÞ~ ½a, u fX dm is a FORS functional associated with a FORS ordering,
i.e. fX5drX/dm is the simple functional derivate of r w.r.t. m on B. Then if fX(fY m
a.e. on B implies X FORS] Y. In particular, we can introduce another ordering on
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the class of random variables L that we call m derivate order of r. That is, we say that
X dominates Y in the sense of the m derivate order of r (namely, X DmFORS] Y) if
and only if fX(fY m a.e. on B. A m derivate order of the FORS ordering induced by
an order of preferences ] is not a priori induced by the same order of preferences ],
i.e. it represents a new FORS ordering.
As for integral orderings we can extend the above definition to conditional
orderings and orderings for stochastic processes. Thus, let us assume that a conditional
simple functional over the class L with respect to the class of conditional sets C is
consistent with the order of preferences ] on L, i.e. ;X, YgL, ;DgC s.t.
P(XgD).0 and P(YgD).0 r[X/XgD]5r[Y/YgD] anytime X]Y. Then we say that X
dominates Y in the sense of the conditional FORS ordering induced by ] on the class
of conditional sets C (namely X C–FORS] Y) if and only if ;DgC s.t. P(XgD).0
and P(YgD).0 r[X/XgD](u)(r[Y/YgD](u) ;ugB. Analogously for stochastic proe |B?¡ (i.e. B5[0, T]6[a, b] with
cesses, _let us assume a simple functional r : U
n
[a, b]# ¡ and ;tg[0, T] rX(t, N)5rY(t, N) almost everywhere if and only if FXt ~FYt ,
;tg[0, T]) that is consistent with the order of preferences ] on the class of stochastic
e , i.e. VX , Y [ L
e rX(rY anytime X]Y. Thus, we say that X dominates Y
processes L
in the sense of dynamic FORS ordering induced by ] (namely, X FORSdyn] Y) if
and only if rX(t, u)(rY(t, u) ;(t, u)gB5[0, T]6[a, b].
Clearly, given an order of preferences ] it could happen that many possible
FORS orderings can be induced by ]. In this case, only the simple FORS functional
r associated with the FORS ordering permits one to identify the ordering. In the
following we report some examples of FORS orderings.

N

N

ða ,a Þ

ða Þ

ða Þ

e X 2 ð yÞ that is
Consider the simple functional mX 1 2 ðx, yÞ~xmX 1 ð yÞzð1{xÞm
consistent with (a1, a2) Markowitz’ order. In this case, since
ða ,a Þ
ða ,a Þ
mX 1 2 ðx, yÞƒmY 1 2 ðx, yÞ, ;(x, y)g[0, 1]6(2‘, c] if and only if X M SDða1 ,a2 Þ Y ,
then (a1, a2) Markowitz’ order is a particular FORS behavioural finance order like
the prospect ordering we have seen in the previous section.
Typical examples of conditional FORS orderings are the hazard rate order and the
likelihood ratio order which are often used in queueing theory, reliability theory
(Kashnikov and Rachev, 1988; Shaked and Shanthikumar, 1994, 2006) and in
credit risk modelling. Given two random variables X and Y with absolutely
continuous distribution functions, we say that X dominates Y with respect to the
hazard rate order (X>hr Y) if and only if the infinitesimal rate of failure at time t
(also called the hazard rate) of X is lower than or equal to the hazard rate of Y for
any t, that is rX(t) : 5fX(t)/(12FX(t))(rY(t)?;tg¡, where fX is the density of X.
More generally, given two real random variables we say X>hr Y if and only if
[X/XgD]>1[Y/YgD] for every D belonging to Chr5{(a, +‘)/ag¡}, that is the
hazard rate order is a conditional FORS ordering with simple associated functional
r[X/X.c](t)5F[X/X.c](t) (;cg¡, P(X.c).0, B5¡). Further generalizations of
hazard rate order can be found in Chapter 4 of Kashnikov and Rachev (1988).
We say that X dominates Y with respect to the likelihood ratio order (X>lr Y) if and
only if [X/XgD]>1[Y/YgD] for every D belonging to Clr5BR, that is the likelihood
ratio order is a conditional FORS ordering with a simple associated functional
r[X/XgD](t)5F[X/XgD](t) (;DgBR P(XgD).0, B5¡). Since Clr$Chr and the simple
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functional on Clr is an extension of the functional on Chr, we obtain that the
likelihood ratio order implies the hazard rate order.
Suppose the benchmark Z admits a finite
 meanand for a given ag(1, 2), Z>2a X
 ð{2Þ 
1
for every X belonging to L#L (with FZ ð1Þv?). Then the simple functional
ð{uÞ

N

N

ð{uÞ

rX ðuÞ~FZ ð1Þ{FX ð1Þ Vu [ ½a, 2~B is consistent with a inverse stochastic
order. Therefore, we say that X dominates Y in the sense of this FORS ordering
induced by >2a, if and only if rX(t)(rY(t) ;tg[a, 2].
Suppose the benchmark ZgLp (with p.1) and for a given ag[1, p) Z>
X for
Ð t  ðaaÞ
every X belonging to L#Lp. Then the simple functional rX ðtÞ~ {? FX ðuÞ{
ðaÞ
FZ ðuÞÞq du Vt [ ¡~B (for some given q>1) is consistent with the a stochastic
order and we say that X dominates Y in the sense of this FORS ordering induced
by >a if and only if rX(t)(rY(t) ;tg¡.
Similar examples can be obtained for dynamic FORS orderings. For example,
suppose the benchmark Z satisfies that for every tg[0, T] and for a given a.1,
e . Then, for some given q>1, we
Zt>a Xt for every X5{Xt}0(t(T belonging to L
q
Ð s  ðaÞ
ðaÞ
can consider the simple functional rX ðt, sÞ~ {? FXt ðuÞ{FZt ðuÞ  du Vðt, sÞ [
e if
½0, T |¡~B that is consistent with the order >dyn a (i.e. X ]Y X , Y [ L
and only if ;tg[0, T], Xt>a Yt, namely X>dyn a Y). Therefore, we say that X
dominates Y in the sense of this dynamic FORS ordering induced by >dyn a if and
only if rX(t, s)(rY(t, s) ;(t, s)gB.

Most of the discussions and extensions done for FORS orderings for random
variables are also valid for conditional FORS orderings and dynamic FORS
orderings for stochastic processes. Indeed, conditional FORS orderings refer to
FORS orderings for conditional random variables and dynamic FORS orderings
refer to FORS orderings for random variable components of stochastic processes
being fixed at each time. Therefore, we can pay much more attention to ‘static,
unconditional’
FORS orderings among random variables. In particular, when B5[a,
_
classification for
b]# ¡ (with 2‘(a,b(+‘) we can repeat almost all the previous
_
FORS orderings. Hence, in the following we assume [a, b]# ¡. Let r be a FORS
functional associated with the FORS ordering (induced by an order of preferences
])
variables
to L. Then for every a>1, VX , Y [ LðaÞ ~
Ð
 belonging
n of random
o
 b a{1

X [ L :  a jtj drX ðtÞv? we say that X dominates Y in the sense of the aFORS ordering induced by ] (namely, X FORS],a Y) if and only if rX,a(u)(rY,a(u)
;ug[a, b] where
(
Ðu
f1=CðaÞg a ðu{tÞa{1 drX ðtÞ, if aw1,
rX , a ðuÞ~
rX ðuÞ,
if a~1:
That is, the FORS ordering implies the existence of a sub-FORS ordering with
FORS functional associated r(a) : L(a)6V6[a, b]R¡ where rX,(a) : 5rX,a. We also
say that r (rX) generates the FORS ordering.
When the order of preferences ] is isotonic with the monotony order (i.e. X]Y if
X.Y), any FORS ordering induced by ] is called a FORS risk ordering. When X
FORS],a Y, –X FORS],a –Y and the order of preferences ] is isotonic with the
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monotony order, we say that X dominates Y in the sense of a FORS uncertainty
ordering induced by the risk order of preferences ] (namely, X FORS],unc a Y).
These orderings are generally called FORS uncertainty orderings and X FORS],unc a
Y if and only if
rX ,a ðx, tÞ : ~xrX ,a ðtÞzð1{xÞr{X ,a ðtÞƒrY ,a ðx, tÞ, Vðx, tÞ [ ½0, 1|½a, b:
In particular, many of the extensions defined for stochastic dominance orders can be
applied to any FORS risk ordering induced by ]. Therefore, when for any XgL the
FORS functional rX is monotone, the left inverse of rX is given by
r{1
X ðxÞ~inf fu [ ½a, b : rX ðuÞ§xg for any x belonging to the range of rX. Thus,
we can describe inverse, survival, uncertainty, bounded/unbounded FORS orderings
and most of the implications for stochastic dominance orders are still valid (Ortobelli
et al., 2008).
Remark 1. Given a FORS ordering on a class of random variables L and its
associated FORS measure rX, the following implications and definitions hold.
(1)

(2)

(3)

For every a.v>1 X FORS],v Y implies X FORS],a Y and we can write
ðt
1
rX , a ðtÞ~
ðt{uÞa{v{1 rX , v ðuÞdu, Vawv§1:
Cða{vÞ a
That is, ;a>1 the simple functional r(N,a) is the Lebesgue derivate order of
r(N,a+1), since ;b.1, ;XgL(b), rX,b is absolutely continuous w.r.t. the Lebesgue
measure.
We can define a survival ordering using the survival FORS functional
(
Ðb
f1=CðaÞg t ðu{tÞa{1 drX ðuÞ, if aw1,
rX , a ðtÞ~
{rX ðtÞ,
if a~1
associated with the FORS ordering induced by the order of preferences ].
Thus, we say that X dominates Y in the sense of _a-FORS_ survival ordering
induced by ] (namely, X FORS],sur a Y) iff rX,a(t)(rY,a(t) for every t
belonging to [a,b]. Using the properties of the fractional integral we can write
Ðb
rX , a ðtÞ~f1=½Cða{vÞg t ðu{tÞa{v{1 rX , v ðuÞdu Vawv§1. However, in this
case we cannot generally say that the results obtained for survival orders are
equivalent to those obtained for orders applied to the opposite random
variables.
When the survival ordering is induced by an order of preferences ] isotonic
with the monotony order we say that X dominates Y in the sense of a FORS
uncertainty survival ordering induced by the order of preferences ] (namely, X
FORS],unc-sur a Y) if and only if X FORS],sur a Y and X FORS],a Y, if and
only if
rX , a ðx, tÞ : ~xrX ,a ðtÞzð1{xÞrX ,a ðtÞƒrY ,a ðx,tÞ,

(4)

Vðx,tÞ [ ½0, 1|½a, b:

Suppose |rX(b)|,‘, |rX(a)|,‘ for every X belonging to L. Then we can extend
rX on all the real lines ¡ by assuming rX(u)5rX(a) ;u(a, rX(u)5rX(b) ;u>b.
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We say X unbounded FORS],a dominates Y iff rX,a(u)(rY,a(u) for every ug¡
where, with abuse
Ð u of notation, we still use the same notation
rX , a ðuÞ~f1=CðaÞg {? ðu{tÞa{1 drX ðtÞ, Vu [ ¡. If ;XgL, rX is monotone,
then the unbounded FORS],a order implies bounded FORS],a order.
For any monotone increasing FORS measure rX associated with a FORS
ordering, the left inverse r{1
X ðxÞ is a FORS reward measure (for any point x)
and {r{1
X generates itself a FORS ordering induced by ].

FORS orderings are particular integral orderings, since any FORS ordering can be
represented in terms of utility functions. As a matter of fact, suppose rX is a FORS
measure associated with a FORS ordering ] on a given
Ð b class of random
Ð bvariables L.
Then, given X, YgL(a), X FORS],a Y if and only if a wðuÞdrX ðuÞ§ a wðuÞdrY ðuÞ
for every w belonging to
a



W ~ wðxÞ~{

ðb
xz



ðs{xÞa{1 dtðsÞ{kðb{xÞa{1 k§0, k~0 if b~?;

t is a sfinite positive measure s:t: VX [ LðaÞ the

ð1Þ

o
function js{xja{1 is dtðsÞ|drX ðxÞ integrable in ½a, b|½a, b :
The proof of this claim is practically the same as proposed by Fishburn (1976) and
Muliere and Scarsini (1989) for inverse orderings. As a matter of fact, if X FORS],a
Y, then rX,a(u)(rY,a(u) ;ug[a, b] and
ð b ð u{
a

ðu{sÞa{1 drX ðsÞdtðuÞƒ

ð b ð u{
a

a

ðu{sÞa{1 drY ðsÞdtðuÞ:

a

Ðb
Thus, as a consequence of the Fubini–Tonelli Theorem, a wðuÞdrX ðuÞ§
Ð u{
Ðb
a{1
drX ðsÞ~
a wðuÞdrY ðuÞ. Conversely, let us consider rX , a ðuÞ~f1=CðaÞg a ðu{sÞ
Ðb
a wðuÞ ðsÞdrX ðsÞ, where
wðuÞ ðsÞ~

ðu{sÞa{1 I½a, uÞ ðsÞ
~
C ð aÞ

ðb
sz

ðz{sÞa{1 dtðuÞ ðzÞ

and t(u)(y)5I(u,b](y)/C(a). Then, for every ug[a, b], 2w(u)(s)gWa and if
Ðb
Ðb
a wðuÞdrX ðuÞ§ a wðuÞdrY ðuÞ, it follows that X FORS],a Y.
Since the fractional integral is a particular transform linked to the Mellin transform,
ð1Þ
every time we have a bounded and monotone FORS functional rX : ½a, b?¡ (with
|b|,+‘) associated with a FORS ordering defined on a class of random variables L, we
can generate different levels of FORS orderings (see Ortobelli et al., 2008, for a formal
proof
For example,

n of this claim).
o consider the class of random variables
 ð{lÞ 
ð{lÞ
L~ X =Vl [ ½m, n : FX ð1Þvz? . Then the functional m rX ðlÞ~{CðlÞFX
ð1Þ for every lg[m, n] (m.1) is a simple functional that characterizes the random
variables belonging to L. In particular, mrX is a FORS measure induced by the m inverse
stochastic dominanceÐ order .2m. Thus for every m.1, the simple functional
u
a{1
dm rX ðsÞ, ;u>m, identifies a second level of
m rX , a ðuÞ~f1=CðaÞg m ðu{sÞ
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FORS ordering induced by the order .2m. Clearly, we can iterate this procedure
and find different levels of FORS orderings. (We designate by FORSk the kth
level of a FORS ordering that is a refinement of the original one.)
5. Basic Properties to Build FORS Orderings Starting with Some Risk and
Uncertainty Measures
Most of portfolio theory is based on minimizing a distance from a benchmark or
minimizing potential possible losses while keeping constant some portfolio characteristics. Clearly, the admissible optimal choices must not be dominated with respect to the
order of preferences. Thus, we define as efficient for a given class of market agents all the
admissible choices that cannot be preferred (dominated) by all the agents of the same
class. These preferences are represented by some ‘probability functionals’ that
summarize the behaviour of market agents. Therefore, the characterization of these
probability functionals serves to identify implicitly the investors’ preferences. In
particular, we require that a probability functional m : UR¡ (where we assume the
product space U5L6V of joint real-valued random variables with the space of
benchmarks V$L) satisfies two properties : the identity property (that is imported from
the theory of probability metrics (Rachev, 1991)) and the consistency property (that is
imported from the theory of orderings (Shaked and Shanthikumar, 1994, 2006; Müller
and Stoyan, 2002)). We introduce these properties in a static framework, but clearly
they can be opportunely extended in a dynamic context.
5.1

On the Consistency Property

In terms of probability functionals m : UR¡, consistency is defined as
X dominates Y with respect to a given order of preferences]implies mðX , Z ÞƒmðY , ZÞ
for a fixed arbitrary benchmark Z [ V :

Any probability functional consistent with a given order of preferences ] is defined
as a FORS measure induced by (consistent with) order ]. When the probability
functional is consistent with an order of preferences ] (typically an a-FORS
ordering) that characterizes (with a parameter a) a given category of market agents,
we define the functional as an a-FORS measure induced by (consistent with)
preference order ]. As for ordering theory, there are two types of FORS measures.

N
N

Measures of risk (tails, losses) that are induced by an order of preference isotonic
with the monotony order, such as .¡a, wba . We call them FORS risk measures. (If
we multiply these measures by (21) we obtain FORS reward measures).
Measures of uncertainty that are induced by FORS uncertainty orderings. We call
them FORS uncertainty measures.

Since in the definition of consistency no rule relative to the benchmark Z is
prescribed and the space U could be assumed equal to L, then all the risk/uncertainty
measures v : LR¡ can be considered to be a subclass of probability functionals
consistent with an order of preferences. Classical examples used in the recent literature
(see Artzner et al., 1997, 1999; Rockafellar and Ziemba, 2000; Acerbi, 2002; Föllmer
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and Sheid, 2002a,b; Szegö, 2004; Rockafellar et al., 2006; Geyer and Ziemba, 2008;
Stoyanov et al., 2008; and Rachev et al., 2008, for a survey) are the convex/coherent risk
measures which are consistent with the monotony order. Analogously, we can better
specify the consistency of convex/coherent FORS risk measures considering its
consistency with an a-FORS risk order. So we call a convex a-FORS measure any
convex (i.e. v(eX+(12e)Y)(ev(X)+(12e)v(Y), ;X, YgL, ;eg[0, 1]), translation
invariant (i.e. v(X+m)5v(X)2m, ;XgL and mg¡) probability functional v that is
consistent with an a-FORS risk order. Since a convex risk measure is a convex,
translation invariant functional v that is consistent with monotony order, then any
convex a-FORS measure is a convex risk measure, but the converse it is not necessarily
true. That is, the consistency with an a-FORS risk ordering serves to specify the class of
investors’ preferences. For example, suppose we minimize a convex risk measure v
among some possible risky choices belonging to L. Then the solution of this
minimization problem should be optimal for a non-satiable investor. If v is consistent
with an a-FORS risk ordering (identified by the associated FORS measure r),
minimizing v, we obtainÐ a choice that is optimal for a non-satiable investor that
b
maximizes a functional a wðuÞdrX ðuÞ for some utility functions belonging to Wa
defined in (1). Hence we better identify the investor’s preferences. Similarly, a coherent
risk measure v is a positive homogeneous (i.e. ;k>0, ;XgL, v(kX)5kv(X)), convex
risk measure and we define a coherent a-FORS measure as any convex a-FORS measure
that is positive homogeneous.
Let us consider the following examples.

N

Suppose U5L (i.e. we do not consider the benchmark). Then some examples of
FORS measures are given by:
ð{ðaz1ÞÞ

ðbÞ is a coherent
(a) for any fixed a>1 and ;bg(0, 1), f½{Cðaz1Þ=ba gFX
(a+1)-FORS measure consistent with >2(a+1) order;
ðaÞ
(b) for any fixed a.1, ;pg¡, FX ð pÞ is an a-FORS risk measure consistent with
>a order;
ð{aÞ
(c) for any fixed a>2, ;(x, t)g[0, 1]6[0, 1], FX ðx, tÞ is an a-FORS uncertainty
measure consistent with inverse a R–S order.

N
N

Suppose ZgV, U5L6V and for agiven a>1, Z>2a Xfor every X belonging to
q
Ðt
ð{aÞ
ð{aÞ
L. Then, the measure mðX , Z Þ~ 0 FZ ðuÞ{FX ðuÞ du (for some fixed q>1,
;tg[0, 1]) is a FORS risk measure induced by >2a order.
Suppose for a given a>1, the benchmark Z>a X for every X belonging to L,L‘
(with b5max X gL |esssup(max(X, Z))|,‘). Then ;u>a the measure
ðuÞ
ðuÞ
FX ðbÞ{FZ ðbÞ is a FORS risk measure induced by >a order.

5.2

On the Identity Property

We say that for any pair of random variables X, Y belonging to L#V, the
probability functional m : L6VR¡ satisfies an identity property when
f ðX Þ~f ðY ÞumðX , Y Þ~0, where f ðX Þ identifies a set of probabilistic characteristics
of the random variable X :
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We distinguish between three main groups of probability functionals depending on
certain modifications of the identity property (Rachev, 1991): primary, simple, and
compound. Primary probability functionals determine some random variable characteristics. Among many possible primary probability functionals, two examples are:
Ð

Ð
N mðX , Y Þ~ 0p FXð{1Þ ðuÞdu{ 0p FYð{1Þ ðuÞdu, which is equal to zero if and only
if X and
present the same conditional value at risk CVaRp ðX Þ : ~
Ðp Y
ð{1Þ
ð{1=pÞ 0 FX ðuÞdu for a given pg(0, 1);
N m(X, Y)5|E(|X2E(X)|p)2E(|Y2E(Y)|p)|, which is equal to zero if and only if X and
Y present the same pth absolute central moment.
Simple probability functionals identify the distribution (i.e. for any pair of random
variables X, YgL : m(X, Y)50uFX5FY). Examples of simple probability
functionals are the Kolmogorov metric KS(X, Y)5suptgR|FX(t)2FY(t)| and the
Gini–Kantorovich metrics
ð z?
minð1,1=pÞ
GKp ðX , Y Þ~
, p§0:
jFX ðtÞ{FY ðtÞjp dt
{?

Compound probability functionals identify the random variable almost surely (i.e. for
any pair of random variables X, YgL : m(X, Y)50uP(X5Y)51). Examples of
compound probability functionals are (for a given p>0) the Lp-metrics mp(X,
Y)5E(|X2Y|p)min(1,1/p) and the Birnbaum–Orlicz metrics
ð z?
minð1,1=pÞ
Hp ðX , Y Þ~
ðPðX ƒtvY ÞzPðY ƒtvX ÞÞp dt
:
{?

Clearly, the identity property can be extended to functional r : U6MBR¡ (or
r : U6BR¡ where (B,MB) is an opportune measurable space) in order to obtain
simple functionals (we give some examples above) or primary functionals that
identify the distributional tail behaviour. Combining the identity property with
consistency and using the tools derived from the theory of probability metrics, we
can build several FORS measures and orderings. Let us consider the following
constructive examples.

N

N

ð{vÞ

For any fixed bg(0, 1), hX ðvÞ~ð{CðvÞ=bv ÞFX nðbÞ is a primary
probability


o
 ð{pÞ 
functional over the class of random variables L~ X =pw1 : FX ðbÞvz?
and 1(v,p. In addition, hX(v) is a FORS measure induced by .2m for every
vg[m, p] and a given mg[1, p), that isÐ coherent when p.v>2. Then for every
u
a>1, the measure m hX , a ðuÞ~f1=CðaÞg m ðu{sÞa{1 dhX ðsÞ for every ug[m, p] is
a FORS measure induced by .2m that identifies the distribution of the tail (i.e.
the measure m h X , a (u)5 m h Y , a (u) for every ug[m, p] for a given
a§1uFX{1 ðqÞ~FY{1 ðqÞ, ;q(b).
p
Suppose the benchmark
(with p.1)
q and Z>1 X for every X belonging to
Ð 1 ZgL
p
{1
L#L . Then rX ðqÞ~ 0 FZ ðuÞ{FX{1 ðuÞ du, ;qg[1, p], is a simple functional.
q 

e {X
e
e ~F {1 ðU Þ and
e ~F {1 ðU ÞƒZ
As a matter of fact, rX ðqÞ~Ee Z
where X
X
Z
F
e
U is uniformly distributed (0,1), and F ðx, zÞ~minðFX ðxÞ, FZ ðzÞÞ is the
Hoeffding–Frechet bound of the class of all bivariate distribution functions with
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marginals FX and FZ (Cambanis et al., 1976; Rachev, 1991). Then rX(q), ;qg[1, p],
is a simple functional, since the moments curves identify univocally the distribution
e {X
e . Moreover, ;qg[1, p], rX(q) is a FORS measure induced by the first
of Z
stochastic dominance order. Thus rX is a FORS measure associated with the new
FORS ordering induced >1, i.e. X FORS§ Y if and only if rX(u)(rY(u), ;ug[1, p].
1
Table 1 summarizes the main FORS measures/orderings classified in the static and
dynamic context.

5.3

Efficient Frontier

The previous analysis summarized the main orderings and measures used in the
recent literature. In particular, we presented a constructive methodology to build
orderings and probability functionals consistent with the preferences of different
investors’ categories. This feature is fundamental in portfolio theory when we want
to select the set of choices that are not dominated by a given FORS ordering, the socalled efficient frontier. As a matter of fact, given a FORS measure r : U6BR¡
associated with a given FORS ordering induced by an order of preferences ], we
obtain the set of efficient choices with respect to the FORS ordering by solving the
following optimization problem:
min rX ðtÞ,

X [L

ð2Þ

s:t: t [ B:
Clearly, the efficient choices solutions to problem (2) are a subclass of the optimal
choices with respect to the order of preferences ].
Table 1. Summary of the main classifications of FORS orderings and measures. We
distinguish among simple, primary, and compound probability functionals; between static and
dynamic orderings; between uncertainty and risk orderings/measures; between orderings and
survival/inverse/conditional/derivate orderings; between bounded and unbounded orderings,
among behavioural finance orderings and among different levels of orderings.
Identity property
FORS measures
(risk and
reward)

Random variables
Stochastic processes
a-FORS risk measures

FORS orderings

Consistency property

Primary
Simple
Compound
a-FORS uncertainty measures

Static FORS ordering
Dynamic FORS ordering
FORS ordering
Inverse FORS ordering
FORS ordering
Survival FORS ordering
Bounded FORS ordering
Unbounded FORS ordering
Risk FORS ordering
Uncertainty FORS ordering
FORS ordering
Conditional FORS ordering
FORS ordering
m Derivate ordering
FORSk ordering (kth level of FORS ordering)
FORS behavioural finance ordering
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For example, Rachev et al. (2008) have shown that, even in periods where there
are major crises in the market, the ‘aggressive-coherent’ behaviour of the nonsatiable investors who are neither risk averse nor risk loving (those who maximize an
aggressive coherent utility functional) allows the investor to increase final wealth
much more than by adopting ‘conservative strategies’. Aggressive coherent utility
functionals are isotonic with the monotony order. Typical examples are the utility
functionals written as ar{X {bb
rX , where a,b.0 and rX, b
rX are two coherent risk
measures. Two procedural steps are necessary to find the efficient choices with
respect to an aggressive-coherent ordering:
(a) build a FORS ordering using an aggressive coherent utility functional;
(b) solve the optimization problem (2).
Ðb
Thus, for example, consider the Gini-type measure GTðb, vÞ ðX Þ~ð{v=bv Þ 0 ðb{
uÞv{1 FX{1 ðuÞdu that, for every v>1 and for every bg(0, 1), is a linearizable coherent
risk measure (Ortobelli et al., 2006) and it is consistent with >2(v+1) order. Using
Gini-type measures we can essentially build two different types of FORS orderings.
Thus, these three FORS orderings (induced by >2(min(v,s)+1) order) have FORS
measures associated:
(1) rX(t)5GT(m,s)(X)2GT(t,v)(2X), ;tg(0, 1)5B;
(2) rX(t)5GT(t,v)(X)2GT(m,s)(2X), ;tg(0, 1)5B;
(3) rX(t, w)5GT(t,v)(X)2GT(w,s)(2X), ;(t, w)g(0, 1)6(0, 1)5B, for some fixed s,
v>1 and mg(0, 1).
With the first ordering we vary the aggressive component, with the second we vary
the coherent component, and the third ordering implies the first two. In the first
ordering, the efficient choices vary with respect to the investor’s aggressiveness
(taking into account how much investors could be more or less risk lovers), and with
the second ordering optimal choices vary with respect to the investor’s aversion to
risk. Moreover, using the same techniques developed by Ortobelli et al. (2006), we
can easily transform the optimization problem (2) based on the previous simple
FORS functionals into linear optimization problems.
6. Concluding Remarks
This paper has a twofold objective: to classify the main orderings used in the
financial economics literature and to propose a methodology to determine the
optimal choices consistent with investors’ preferences. The classification should help
to better discriminate among several different orderings. The methodology
essentially describes three procedural steps once the investor’s criteria of choice
are known: (1) determine a simple functional consistent with the investor’s criteria of
choice (and/or preferences); (2) build the ordering and the sub-orderings associated
with the simple functional; and (3) compute the class (and subclass) of optimal
choices minimizing the functional among the admissible choices.
Clearly, many new issues arise from this paper. In particular, although we can better
specify the optimization portfolio problem by taking into account the investor’s
attitude toward risk, we need to understand how to value the effect of different
probability functionals. By studying the theoretical characteristics of the different
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statistics that specify probability functionals, we can discriminate among ‘ideal’
optimization problems. In that case, we can determine what is the best opportunity
from the perspective of different market agents. However, we still need to provide a
theory that permits testing the efficiency of choices with respect to any ordering.
Moreover, we can distinguish between several different types of human behaviour
when we introduce the new ‘time’ variable. In particular, one could expect that
different measurements of the same payoff at different dates should be related in
some way. For this reason, different inter-temporal properties of a dynamic risk
(uncertainty) measure must be properly defined. Obviously, most of the work of
providing new models and illustrating their use coherently in the theory developed in
this paper must still be done and should be the subject of future research.
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Notes
1

In particular, it is well known that §b1 and §b2 orders are equivalent to the respective >21 and >22
orders. However, it is still not clear if, for any a, there is a correspondence between §ba and the respective
inverse order >2a. This question should be the subject of future research.
2
We denote by [Z/G] any random variable that has as its distribution the conditional distribution of Z
given G.
3
FORS is an abbreviation for the initials of the surnames of the authors of this paper, Fabozzi, Ortobelli,
Rachev, and Shalit.
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